Let % e TT^CSOCg + l)). We denote the induced g-sphere bundle over the nsphere by £(%) or simply E. The purpose of this note is to study the image of the function
where deg(a: 9 ) = q and deg(t/ n ) =n. Let kj, be integers. When #^w, a self map / of £(%) or 7 is called an M(W) -structure if /*(*<,) = /cr 9 and/*(yj = /y n . Let (fly) be a 2 X 2-matrix whose entries a^ are integers. When q =n, a self map / of E(X) or Y= S n VS n is called an (a^-) -structure with respect to {x n ,y n } if /*(£") = G,uX n +a l2 y n and /*(t/ n ) -fl2A+ G 222/n-When no confusion will occur, we will omit the words "with respect to {x n ,y n }". Notice that when q¥=n, an M(k,0-structure is an M e -structure [4] for any 6: {1,2,...} -> Z with 9 (#) = We will study conditions on the existence of an M (A:,/) -structure and an (a#) -structure on £(%) in § 2 and § 3, respectively. Our results are partial when E(%) does not have a section. To state our results, we need some notations. When E(%) has a section, we denote by f an element of Tr^CSOCg)) such that i'.(?) = X where f : S0(q) -> S0(^ + l) is the inclusion. Let j m denote the identity map of S m and /: ;r r (SO(m)) -» 7r r+m (S m ) the /-homomorphism.
Theorem 1. When q^n and E(%) has a section, £(%) has an M(k,i) -structure if and only if
-ki q o /(?) -ftC^fl] /or some ^ e ;r n (S 9 ). (1) n= 1, 3, 7 awd (a^-) zs arbitrary.
(2) n = 1 (mod 2) w% w ^ 1, 3, 7, %=0 and fl n a 21 = a 12 a 22 = 0 (mod 2). (3) w = 0 (mod 2), %=0 and a n a 2 i = <2 i2 fl 22 = 0-(4) n = 2,% ( (7) n = 1 (mod 8)>9, ^ =£ 0 and a 12 = a u a 21 = a n (a 22 -l} = 0 (mod 2). These theorems except Theorem 2 will be proved in § 2. Theorem 2 will be proved in § 3. As applications of these theorems, we will give partial results on theStiefel manifolds of 2-frames: V n+2>2 = 0(w + 2)/0(n), W n+2>2 = Z7(n + 2)/£7(n) and JC w +2,2 = S J p(w + 2)/Sp(w) in § 4, § 5 and § 6, respectively. For example, in § 5, we will prove We use the following notations. Let j : S Q -> Y be the inclusion. Given an element $ of a group, we denote by #0 the order of 0 or zero according as fi has a finite order or not. Given a subset B of a group, CS> denotes the subgroup generated by B. We denote by H the Hopf invariant T^^CS") -* Z and the 0-th Hopf-Hilton homomorphism 7r m (S n ) -» ^(S 2 "" 1 ) (cf., [22] ). In § 7, we will give results on cohomology classification of self maps of the suspension of E(%}. §2. Generalities
Theorem 3. If q !=• n and E(%) has an M(k,
The following lemma is probably well-known. where the vertical isomorphisms are canonical ones (see (8.20) of [22] ). Let 7 ^ ^-^(F) = Z be a generator, which corresponds to 0 £ 7t n (K*,K\ Then, the above diagrams imply that/*/ = S*d n -i) and f* (r) = A where X : S"" 1 -> QS n is the suspension. This implies that for r=n -1 the middle rectangle of the diagram in Lemma 2.1 commutes.
We define A to make the first rectangle of the diagram in Lemma 2.1 commutative.
Let r <n+q-2 and a e 7r r CF). Since/*: ;r r CF) -* 7r r (^S n ) and the suspension I*: Tz-^S*" 1 ) -> 7r r (QS ra ) are surjective, there exists an element a l e 7r r (S n " ! ) such that /*(a) = Z*^) = /* (70^), hence a-700! e Ker(/*). When r<n+<?-3, since/* and Z* are isomorphic, we have a = 70^ so that z*(a) = 70700 j = ftoa lt Therefore we have proved the commutativity and exactness of Lemma 2.1 for r<n+q -3. Let r=n+q -2 and suppose n q (K) = 1(0}. It then follows from the James exact sequence [11] that the kernel of p^:7u n+g _ l (K*, K} --> where c is the cooperator [8] . Then m^qp = poh' = poh b = (p°h} pob = (h n +pob)op. Considering the induced homomorphisms of these maps on cohomology, we have mt n = lt n +pob. Sincep*:7r n (7,S 9 ) = 7r n (S w ), it follows from the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (7,S 9 ) thatpob = xi n with x = 0 (mod#a). Hence m=l+x = I (mod #a) so that ki q oa = ma = la. Conversely if fa q oa = la, then there is a desired map. This ends the proof of (1).
To prove (2), suppose that E(%) has an M(/c,Z) -structure /. Then h = f\ Y is an M(k,Z) -structure on Y. By 2.1, there exists an integer m with hop = pomt n+Q^l so that there is a self map /' of £(%) with f'oj = joh, where; : 7 ->£(%) is the inclusion. By the method used above, we can prove m = kl (mod # p ) so that hop = kip as desired. The converse is apparently true. This completes the proof of (2).
^ n
Recall that if £(%) has a section, then a =0, Y = S g VS n and there exists an element f e ^n_ 1 (SO(g)) such thati,(f) = % e ^_ 1 (SO(g + l)), where f: SO(g) -> SO(g + l) is the inclusion. By James-Whitehead [ , by p.534 in [22] , In order to prove (2), we consider the following commutative diagram:
where all the straight lines are cofiber sequences. Since p o p = 0, where _p is the bundle projection, we see that E/S q = S n VS n+q . Thus we can write as g= ^aVco for some CD : S n~q -> S 9+1 , in other words, there exists a map i n+ff : S n+Q -> £/S ? such that p'oi n^q = i n _ Q and g°i n+Q = a). This implies that ( I ;%(&)) = Up. On the other hand, by [12] , we know that Ip = (Z;X (/(%)). So we have (/(%)). Applying Lemma 2.1 for the case ft = la, we get
for some x & n n + q (S n } andm^Z. Now suppose that there exists an M(k,t)-structure on E. Then, there exists the following commutative diagram: Proof. The assumption x%=0 implies that the bundle induced from £(%) by the map of degree x is trivial. So there exists a bundle map:
where pr 2 is the projection to the second factor. By restricting this bundle map / 2 to the n+q -1-skeleton, we get the map S Q V S n -* Y. Then clearly, this map is described as jVx by some coextension £ : 
(g'\ where i : SO(q) -> SO(^ + l)fs t/ze inclusion and #a: S n -> Y is a coextension of
Proof. First assertion is obvious from the above diagram in Proposition 2.6. We show the second assertion. Let E' be the induced bundle from E(%) by the map of degree #a . Then E' has a section, that is, E' = (S 9 VS n )UX +? - Proof. Let a e n n (Y,S q } = 1 be a characteristic map of the top cell of Y. Then we have h* (a) = Id. Let x : (7,0) -> (7,S 9 ) be the inclusion. Consider the commutative diagram:
We have z*/i*(p) = = /»*(-MIX by [14] , and h*(p)-klp £ Ker(z*) = ImageCy^), so there exists /S £ ;r n+g _ 1 (S 9 ) such that /z* (p) = /c/p+y+C^). Now assume that x^ = 0 and 7r n (S 9 ) is generated by ao?7 w _ 1 . We have£*/**:r = a:/^ = p* (£rX where ^ : F = S 9 U a e" -> S n is the pinching map of S 9 . From the assumption, it follows that p* : 7r n (Y^) -> 7r n (S") is injective, so that h*x = Ix. Then from Corollary 2. Proof. Recall from [5] In this section we assume q=n. Let ij: S n -> S n VS n be the inclusion to ihej-ih component for; = 1,2. Given a self map a of S"VS n , we define an integral 2 x 2-matrix (<2 f; -) by aoij = a^i^ + a^ f°r J ~ 1.2. This defines a bijection between LS n VS n ,S n V S n ] and the set of 2 x 2 integral matrices. Proof. Under the notations in (1), it follows from Theorem 8.5 on p.534 in [22] 22 b. This has proved a half of (2) . The other half is obvious.
By (2.3), we have the following commutative diagram of the cofibre sequences:
Here pr l is the first projection. Choose generators z n ^ F"(C) = Z and z 2n e /f 2n (C) = Z such that z 2 = fl r (/(f))2 2 »-Set x n -/*(«"). Let y n be the image of a generator of £P(S n ) under the bundle projection and satisfy f*(z 2n ) = x n y n . Then Note that all possible cases of n and % are given in (1) (7). When n = 1,3,7, the bundle £(%) is trivial and S n is an #-space. Hence every self map of S n VS n can be extended to a self map of S n xS n . Thus £(%) has an (a f; -)-structure for every (a i; -) for n= 1,3,7.
Let ni-1,3,7 and %=0. Taking f =0, it follows from 3.3 that flnfl 2 ilX.O = <2 12 a 22 [j n ,O = 0. Hence E(%) has an (a fj -)-structure when (2) or (3) happens.
In the rest of the proof we always assume % ¥= 0. Let i : SO(n)->SO(n + l) be the inclusion and A:^n(S w ) ->^n_ 1 (SO(n))the connecting homomorphism for the bundle SO(w + l)-»S*.
Let n = 2,4r,8 and r : S Thus£C\0 has an (a 0 ) -structure when (6) happens.
Let n = 1 (mod 8) > 9. Then and/(f 5|s /8)^0 by Adams [1] . Let % = i*@ and g = 0 . Suppose the three equations in 3.3 hold. Applying S to them, we have a 12 = a n (a 22 -l) = a u a 2l = 0 (mod 2) since E/(f ) = -/(%) whose order is 2. Conversely if these equations hold, then so do the three equations in 3.3. Thus £(%) has an (a fj -) -structure when (7) 
Proposition 4.2. Let n>2 be even. Then V n+2i2 has an M(k, /) -structure if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) n = 2,6 and k, I are arbitrary, (2) n = 0 (mod 4) and k = 0 (mod 4); (3) n = 0 (mod 4) and k and I are odd; (4) n = 2 (mod 4) with n> 10 and k = 0 (mod 4); (5) n = 2 (mod 4) iw'tfi n> 10 and / zs odd.
Proof. Whenw = 2,6,^n(SO(w + l)) = 0 so that V n+2j2 = S n xS" +1 and ^+2,2 has an M(A;0 -structure for every k,l.
In the rest of the proof, we assume w^2,6. By Nomura [19] , we have However, by Nomura [18] , this can occur only when ( 2 ) = 0 (mod 2) or n = 1. Since in our case n>3, it follows that k = 0 or 1 (mod 4). This proves (4) . n 
Proof. The assertion (1) is well-known. Recall that Y 2 = P(C 3 ), the complex projective plane, so that 7T 4 (P(C 3 )) = 0, 7T 2 (P(C 3 )) = Z{j}, andki 2 07j 2 = k z rj 2 for any integer k. These and the following commutative diagram imply the assertion when m = 2.
[P(C 3 ),P(
Since Y 3 = ZY 2 is cogroup-like and SU(3) is group-like, [ >g,S£7(3)] is an abelian group so that an isomorphism From now on we suppose m>3. By (1) and (2), we have Applying #*( -), for every integers ^,3;, we have a commutative diagram:
Hence (3) Proof. Applying [-,S£7(3)] to the cofibration S 7 ^ 7 3 -»S£7(3), we have an exact sequence of groups:
Then we obtain the desired exact sequence, since (Z p)* is factored as 0^ 7T 8 (SC7 (3) . This is a generator and £*(% s/) ) = %, where x: Sp(n + l) -> SO(4w + 4) is the inclusion.
The case n = 0 follows from the following commutative diagram. Proof. We will prove this only for n = 0. Other is easier. Consider the following commutative diagram:^ ir e (S/>(2)) Since 7r 4 (S^(2)) = Z 2 , 7T 7 (S£(2)) = ^(12), ^(7) = 1{j} and 7r 6 (S/>(2)) = 0, the lower sequence is short exact Also it is central by p.465 in [22] . Hence [7, 7] is abelian and [7, 7] =%{id} © Z{12op}. Consider the following commutative square form = 3,7: [7, 7] -> 5f Hom(i* When n is odd, #Zp in 7.2 was determined by Mukai [17] . When n is even, we don't know the value of #Zp except the following cases. 
